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1. Introduction

The goal of much of the large-N quantitative literature focusing on conflict onset has been to find

generalizable empirical patterns across time and space. To do so, most studies have utilized a time-

series cross sectional approach to analyze the effects of “structural” variables aggregated at the state

or dyad-year level. These studies have found hundreds if not thousands of statistically significant

relationships between state-year variables at a period T and the likelihood of a conflict onset at

a period T+N that are generalizable across a broad spatial and temporal domain. However much

these types studies enhance our understanding of conflict, they are not conducive to forecasting

conflicts. Ward et al. [2010] show that mere statistical significance provides no guarantee that

models can predict and most existing models and with the exception of those explicitly designed

to predict (e.g. Goldstone et al. [2010], O’Brien [2010]), are poor at prediction. But, as argued

forcefully by philosophers of science such as Quine [1951] and Hempel [2001], predictive accuracy

is a requirement for any genuinely scientific theory. The difficult of prediction if especially pressing

for structural models of intrastate conflict, as key factors that account for the actual sub-annual

level events that drive conflict—for example the level and type of interactions between government

and rebel forces—are rarely accounted for in structural models.

To this end, a smaller but substantial body of literature often classified as “early warning models”

exist, which analyze temporally nuanced data—generally in the form of political event data—and

focus on the effects of specific types of events on conflict processes. Event data approaches are able

to account for the constant flux of domestic conditions at the sub-annual level. Unlike structural
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models, which predominantly utilize annual, time-series cross-section data, the majority of leading

event data models are state or region (such as the Levant or former states of Yugoslavia) specific.

When event data studies do analyze conflicts in multiple countries, they tend to either pool the

data for a limited number of states or conduct an independent empirical study for each individual

country or dyad (e.g. Israel-Palestine or Israel-Lebanon) and then compare findings. Although

these approaches have uncovered many important findings about conflict processes, the available

data and established methodological approaches have largely inhibited the ability of scholars to

test for generalizable patterns across time and space, which serves as the cornerstone for much of

the structural model literature.

This lack of event data studies analyzing trends across a large number of states has implications

for both our theoretical understanding of the way domestic conflict unfolds and for our ability

to generate accurate predictions. If sub-annual conflictual processes—and, more specific to our

analysis, escalations towards conflict—exhibit generalizable trends across time and space, then

uniform forecasting models could be successfully applied on a broad scale. On the other hand,

if conflicts follow unique escalatory processes, then models derived from trends found in large-N

studies may not be appropriate approach for forecasting conflict onset.

In this paper, we utilize both a new event data dataset and a novel empirical approach to test

for the extent of similarities between event sequences preceding conflict onset. The event data were

compiled as part of the Defense Advanced Research Project Agency (DARPA) funded Integrated

Conflict Early Warning Systems program (ICEWS; O’Brien [2010]) and consist of machine-coded

events between politically relevant actors in 29 Asian countries from 1998-2010, derived from elec-

tronic articles reported in 27 regional and international electronic news sources. Our methodological

innovation is the use of Levenshtein and Euclidean distance measures to assess the level of similar-

ity between two 12-week sequences of event counts aggregated at the state-week and state-month

level. Distances are calculated between all possible pairs of the 53 sequences within our dataset

that precede a conflict onset and approximately 100 sequences that precede peaceful period with no

domestic conflict. We find that sequences preceding peace exhibit highly similar event count struc-

tures while those preceding a conflict onset vary considerably from each other and, importantly,

from periods preceding peace. Based on this, we calculate a Baseline Peace Archetype (BPA) that

reflects that “average” event count structure of a sequence preceding peace. We then calculate the
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distances measures between all sequences preceding conflict and a random sample of those preced-

ing peace against the BPA sequence. These distances allow us to generate out-of-sample forecasts

one and two months into the future with greater than 75 percent accuracy.

The paper proceeds by introducing the ICEWS event dataset and discussing our data aggregation

techniques and research design. We then present our forecasting results and the BPA models, then

conclude with suggestions for further research.

2. Overview of Existing Event Datasets and Introduction of ICEWS

Political event data have had a long presence in the quantitative study of international politics,

dating back to the early efforts of Edward Azar’s COPDAB [Azar, 1980] and Charles McClelland’s

WEIS [McClelland, 1967] as well as a variety of more specialized efforts such as Leng’s BCOW

[Leng, 1987]. By the late 1980s, the NSF-funded Data Development in International Relations

project Merritt et al. [1993] had identified event data as the second most common form of data—

behind the various Correlates of War data sets—used in quantitative studies including Merritt et al.

[1993] and McGowan et al. [1988]. The 1990s saw the development of two practical automated event

data coding systems, the NSF-funded Keds [Gerner et al., 1994, Schrodt and Gerner, 1994] and

the proprietary VRA-Reader (http://vranet.com; King and Lowe [2004]) and in the 2000s, the

development of two new political event coding ontologies—CAMEO [Schrodt et al., 2009] and IDEA

[Bond et al., 2003]—designed for implementation in automated coding systems.

While these efforts had built a substantial foundation for event data—for example by the mid-

2000s, virtually all refereed articles in political science journal used machine-coded, rather than

human-coded, event data—the overall investment in the technology remained relatively small. The

KEDS1 project focused on coding a small number of regions, mostly in the eastern Mediterranean

[Schrodt and Gerner, 2000, Shellman, 2000, Schrodt, 2006, 2007, Pevehouse and Goldstein, 1999].

VRA did global coding—and made a 1990-2004 global data set of around 10-million events available

through Harvard University (http://gking.harvard.edu/events/). Bond et al. [1997] use the

KEDS/PANDA dataset to compare conflict escalations in China, Poland, South Korea, and the

Balkans, while Jenkins and Bond [2001] analyze a selection of seven countries.

1Kansas Event Data System, a term used to refer to both the overall project which existed at the University of Kansas
from 1990 to 2009, and the original coding program, which was written in Pascal for the Macintosh operating system.
That project has now moved to Penn State but, despite months of effort, we have yet to come up with a clever
name for it that does not produce an acronym that sounds like an obscure skin disease. Suggestions are welcome.
Meanwhile we are just calling it the “Penn State Event Data Project.”
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This situation changed dramatically with the DARPA-funded Integrated Conflict Early Warning

System (ICEWS; O’Brien [2010], Schrodt [2010]) which invested very substantial resources in event

data development, including both Tabari—the open-source successor to Keds —and VRA (the

latter used as one of the sources to generate the ICEWS “events of interest”; [O’Brien, 2010, pg.

91]). The Lockheed-Martin ICEWS effort have made extensive use of Tabari—both in the original

form and a direct translation (with some bug corrections) of Tabari into Java called Jabari —

and the data produced by that system will be the focus of this paper. The ICEWS dataset uses a

15,000-item actor dictionary to code for a broad range of domestic actors, including but not limited

to military, police, rebel groups, and civilians, and this allows for detailed analyses of domestic

events.

The key difference between the ICEWS event data coding efforts and those of earlier NSF-funded

efforts was the scale. As O’Brien—the ICEWS project director—notes,

. . . the ICEWS performers used input data from a variety of sources. Notably, they

collected 6.5 million news stories about countries in the Pacific Command (PACOM)

AOR [area of responsibility] for the period 1998-2006. This resulted in a dataset

about two orders of magnitude greater than any other with which we are aware.

These stories comprise 253 million lines of text and came from over 75 international

sources (AP, UPI, and BBC Monitor) as well as regional sources (India Today,

Jakarta Post, Pakistan Newswire, and Saigon Times).

To the best of our knowledge, the ICEWS event database, which has been updated to 2010 and

contains over 2,000,000 events for 29 Asian countries is the most accurate event data set currently

available.2 In addition, systematic tests have shown that the current version of JABARI increases

coding accuracy substantially over traditional TABARI software and the use of multiple regional

news sources provides more comprehensive coverage of countries that tend to receive little media

attention from western outlets (Fiji and the Comoros, for example).

3. Aggregation Techniques

For all politically relevant and codeable events, Jabari determines the initiator of the action,

the action itself, and the target of the action, classifying all events into 20 parent categories based

2It is interesting to note that despite being produced by completely independent technologies, the ICEWS and VRA
data sets have very similar densities: 5300 events per country-year ICEWS and about 4500 events per country-year
for VRA on the assumption that most events occur in the 150 or so countries with populations greater than 500,000.
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on the Conflict and Mediation Event Observations (CAMEO) coding system. In order to convert

raw event data to a format suitable for empirical testing, aggregation accounting for actor, actions,

and temporal domains of interest must occur. The high volume and level of detail of event data

allow provide researchers with a tremendous level of flexibility regarding aggregation techniques in

three primary areas: 1) actors; 2) actions; 3) unit of time. In this section, we address the methods

we adopt for aggregating across these three areas while providing a brief overview of approaches

used in relevant literature.

3.1. Actor Aggregation.

All existingevent datasets attempt to categorize the actors who carry out the events of interest.

Given this, researchers must determine the actors of interest between whom an event must occur

in order for that event to be included in their study’s empirical models. At a minimum this means

events that occur between at least one actor affiliated with a country of interest. The justification

for this minimal level of actor aggregation is clear; a study focusing on Israeli-Palestinian conflicts

would not want to include events between Aceh rebels and the Indonesian army, as these are

not relevant to the conflict of interest. Although excluding Indonesian rebel activity would be an

obvious, more difficult decisions exist, such as whether or not to include events between members

of the Lebanese and Syrian armies, or the governments of the United States and Iran in a study of

conflict between Israel-Palestine.

Even more challenging are questions regarding which domestic actors are politically relevant to

studies of conflict. For example, should a bar fight between two Israeli citizens over the outcome

of a soccer match be treated identically as a fight occurring between an Israeli and a Palestinian

government official? Unfortunately, the majority of studies utilizing event data provide incomplete

explanations regarding the specific actors between who events must occur to enter the dataset while

others provide a conceptual discussion of actors of interest but do not include how these concepts are

operationalized Bond et al. [1997] discuss “mass” and “state” actors; Harff and Gurr [2001] discuss

“governing elites”, “mass followship”, “disadvantaged groups”, etc; ? address “kindred groups”,

“communal groups”, etc; Shellman [2000] discusses “government” and “dissidents”). Given the lack

of formal precedence regarding actor aggregation approaches, we attempt to explain our approach

as clearly as possible. Below, we provide a thorough description of our actor-aggregation approach

in a level of detail that we believe should exist in studies using event data.
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Every coded event in the ICEWS dataset contains two actors in a who-did what to-whom format.

ICEWS provides the national identity of both actors (the who and the whom) as well as one

of dozens of sub-national level descriptions when applicable. We divide these sub-national level

descriptions and collapse them into one of three main classes of actors:

• Government, which includes actors identified by ICEWS as:

– Armed Forces

– Police

– Bureaucrats

– Politicians

• Rebels, which includes actors identified by ICEWS as:

– Insurgents

– Separatists

– Rebels

• Other, which includes by ICEWS as:

– Civilians unaffiliated with another group

– Actors who are unidentifiable by JABARI

Theoretically, we believe that events occurring between governments and rebel groups (be they

labeled as insurgents, separatists, terrorists, etc) and between rebel groups and other actor non-

governmental sectors in a country drive escalatory processes. Consequently, we aggregate the

subcategories into the three broader classes, meaning that both police officers and members of the

army are treated uniformly as “Government”. Next, we focus exclusively on events that occur

between a “Government” actor and a “Rebel” (called GOV-REB events) and between “Rebels”

and “Other” (called REB-OTHER), establishing two classes of variables. This method of actor

aggregation is not perfect, but we believe it does provide useful detail.

3.2. Action Aggregation. The majority of extant event data literature either scales all events,

assigning them a score on a conflict-cooperation continuum or generates event counts reflecting the

number of events that occur within conceptually unique categories. The Goldstein Scale (Gold-

stein [1992]), which is the most commonly used scaling technique within the event data literature

(see Goldstein [1992], Schrodt [2007], Schrodt and Gerner [1994], Pevehouse and Goldstein [1999],

Hämmerli et al. [2006], for sample uses) assigns a value to all events coded under the World Event
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Interaction Survey (WEIS) scheme on a -10 to 10 scale conflict/cooperation scale, with -10 reflect-

ing the most conflictual events and 10 indicating the most cooperative is the most commonly used.

Despite its dominance within the event data literature, the Goldstein scale requires additional levels

of aggregation beyond the initial scaling, which leads to a number of operational difficulties. For

example, consider a day on which an armed killing (which receives a -10 score) and a peace-treaty

signing (which receives a +10 score) occur on the same day between the same actors. Summing

Goldstein scores would result in a net score of 0 in the previous example, which is the same score

that days with no activity receive. Additionally, taking the mean score would also results in a daily

score of 0. Theoretically, it is apparent that the nature of events occurring on a day comprised of

purely neutral events that receives a score of 0 and that of a day with a -10 event and a +10 event

are fundamentally different. While this example of two events exactly canceling is hypothetical,

the problem of violent events masking the concurrent presence of cooperative actions—notably ne-

gotiations occurring during periods of on-going violence—is very real, and occurs frequently during

such periods when the KEDS Levant and Balkans data are aggregated using Goldstein scores.3

Despite the preponderance of the Goldstein scale, a number of other studies (Schrodt et al. [2001],

Schrodt and Gerner [2004], Shearer [2006] utilize count measures. Duval and Thompson [1980] put

forth the first event data count model by placing all events into one of the four conceptually unique,

mutually exclusive categories below, which we have translated from the WEIS system used in the

original article to CAMEO using the categories listed:

• Verbal Cooperation: The occurrence of dialogue-based meetings (i.e. negotiations, peace

talks), statements that express a desire to cooperate or appeal for assistance (other than

material aid) from other actors. CAMEO categories 01 to 05.

• Material Cooperation: Physical acts of collaboration or assistance, including receiving or

sending aid, reducing bans and sentencing, etc. CAMEO categories 06 to 09.

• Verbal Conflict : A spoken criticism, threat, or accusation, often related to past or future

potential acts of material conflict. CAMEO categories 10 to 14.

• Material Conflict : Physical acts of a conflictual nature, including armed attacks, destruction

of property, assassination, etc. CAMEO categories 15 to 20.

3This is further complicated by the fact that comments and meetings have Goldstein scores that are small in mag-
nitude, whereas violent events have a scale score of -10. Consequently a small amount of violence can mask a lot of
talking. A similar problem plagued the scaled scores of the COPDAB data set, where the quip was made that “In
COPDAB, three riots equals a thermonuclear war.”
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The Duval and Thompson [1980] event count structure makes fewer assumptions than the Gold-

stein Scale about the impact of events. Moreover, because negative counts are impossible, the this

approach does not suffer from problems of generating sum or mean scores that affect the Goldstein

Scale. In particular, because scaling systems generally assign high magnitude values to uses of

force, and low magnitude values to meetings, it is difficult to differentiate conflict periods where

the antagonists are also engaging in meetings from those where they are not, and yet the political

import of those two situations is quite different. Although this count approach is more simplistic

than scaling methods, Shearer [2006] and Schrodt [2006] find strong empirical results with data

aggregated into the four counts. Bond et al. [1997] and Jenkins and Bond [2001] utilize a different

type of event count structure, which places all events into one of eight boxes which reflect whether

an event is violent or non-violent and direct or indirect. Next, Bond et al. [1997] , “define carrying

capacity as the proportion of contentious or direct action, multiplied by the proportion of the vio-

lent (forceful) to all direct action, and subtracted from unity [1] to facilitate interpretation.” This

results in a “Conflict Carrying Capacity” score from 0-1 for each country in their study.4

Despite the dominance of the Goldstein scale and sophistication of more recent count structure,

we employ a parallel count technique to Duval and Thompson [1980] but adjusted for the CAMEO

categories as indicated above. We believe that this approach provides most straightforward repre-

sentation of the number and type of events that occur–especially relative to the ”Conflict Carrying

Capacity” approach—while making the fewest assumptions about future effects of the events that

cannot be known ex ante. Given the empirical complexity of the sequence analysis presented in

Section 4, this level of simplicity is required in order to generate interpretable findings.

3.3. Temporal Aggregation. Finally, scholars must temporally aggregate data in order to per-

form empirical analyses at levels appropriate for their theory or empirical models of choice. All

of the previously mentioned event data datasets code the exact day on which events occur. As

the specific time-of-day that events occurred is not reported, events must at the very minimum

be aggregated to the daily level (Pevehouse and Goldstein [1999], Shearer [2006], Schrodt [2006]),

though weekly (Brandt and Freeman [2005], Shellman and Stewart [2007]), monthly (Schrodt [2007],

Ward et al. [2010]), quarterly (Jenkins and Bond [2001]), and annual level aggregations are present

4The VRA CCC approach differs from the Goldstein scale in its use of a ratio of counts, and more generally the
“Cambridge” approach of VRA and various Harvard-based studies generally employs ratios and average scaled values
rather than the counts and total scaled values used in most of the KEDS project studies. Our sense is that the
relative effectiveness of the two approaches is still an open question.
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within the literature. Although the majority of studies using event data aggregate according to

traditional divisions of time, convenience rather than theory or statistics tends to motivate this

approach. Despite this, some level of temporal aggregation is inherently mandatory to any research

design using event data. We chose to utilize weekly level aggregations as this allows us to capture

event fluctuations that occur across small periods of time and is more robust to noise and than daily

level aggregations. Additionally, we assert that the state-week is logical as religious holidays and

working schedules tend to occur on a 7-day cycle. 5 Due to the findings in a number of studies that

highlight the way in which different temporal aggregations on the same data can affect empirical

results (Alt et al. [2001], Dale [2002], Shellman [2004]), we perform rigorous robustness checks using

monthly level temporal aggregations.

To generate weekly and monthly state-counts, we sum the event counts for all relevant actor-

source combinations, resulting in 8 total count variables. State weeks and months during which no

recorded events occur receive a “0” for all four count variables above. Table 1 provides a four-week

example of data output for each state.

Table 1. Sample 4-Week Event Count Sequence for State “A”

Count Variable Week 1, 1999 Week 2, 1999 Week 3, 1999 Week 4, 1999

GOV-REB
Verbal Cooperation

5 2 3 4

GOV-REB
Material Cooperation

5 7 4 5

GOV-REB
Verbal Conflict

4 2 1 4

GOV-REB
Material Conflict

0 0 2 3

REB-OTHER
Verbal Cooperation

3 3 4 1

REB-OTHER
Material Cooperation

0 1 2 5

REB-OTHER
Verbal Conflict

4 5 2 2

REB-OTHER
Material Conflict

1 5 3 1

5Shellman [2000] and others have attempt to move beyond traditional practices by aggregating according to empiri-
cally discernible temporal clusters within the data.
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These counts provide us with an objective, empirical measure that tracks weekly and monthly

level fluctuations of the number and type of interactions between governments and rebel groups at

the state-week level. In the follow section, we outline our research design used to analyze this data.

3.4. Dependent Variable.

Our dependent variable is a binary measure of intrastate conflict onset. To determine conflict on-

set, we use the ICEWS Ground Truth Dataset (GTDS), which provides a monthly, binary measure

of whether or not each of the four types of domestic conflict below occur during each state-month6.

(1) Rebellion

(2) Insurgency

(3) Domestic Crisis

(4) Domestic Violence

The unit of analysis in the raw GTDS dataset is state-month, which we disaggregate to the

weekly level to achieve compatibility with the weekly count variables. If the raw data codes a

conflict occurring in June 2008, all four weeks in June 2008 for that state receive a “1” indicating

the occurrence of conflict. In order for a conflict to be coded as “onset” rather than “continuation”,

it must be preceded by at least 3 months of peace. In total, our dataset contains 53 cases of onset.

4. Methodological Approach

Within the early warning literature, three primary methodological approaches exist: time series

(Pevehouse and Goldstein [1999], Shellman [2004], Shellman [2000], Harff and Gurr [2001]), vector

auto regression (VAR) (Goldstein [1992], Freeman [1989], and hidden Markov models (HMM)

(Bond [2004], Shearer [2006], Schrodt [2000], and Schrodt [2006]). Despite the rigor and successful

implementation in a number of research designs, these methodological approaches are not well

suited to compare event sequences. In this section, we outline a test for the degree of similarity

between event structures that do and do not precede an instance of conflict onset in order to

determine the extent to which patterns exist in conflict escalations across time and space. To do

so, we require a methodological technique that allows us to compare sequences of events occurring

in different countries during different periods of time.

6DARPA does not make available the strict definitions of each of the four type of conflict or the complete coding
procedures used to determine the state-months during which they occurred; for a general description see O’Brien
[2010]
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We chose to analyze sequences because, in qualitative analysis of political events, these appear

to be one of the most common modes of analysis. In particular, various forms of qualitative “case-

based reasoning”—see for example May [1973], Neustadt and May [1986], Khong [1992]—essentially

match a sequence of events from past cases to the events observed in a current situation (with some

substitutions for equivalent events), and then use the best historical fit to predict the likely outcome

of the current situation.7 To the extent that an event is important, it is likely to generate more

events, thereby leading to a spike in event counts. Thus, instead of analyzing the effects of specific

events in a vacuum (like Harff [1998] and her focus on specific “triggers” and “accelerators”) the

sequence analysis approach allows discrete events or event counts to determine the likelihood of

future events. This general concept can be implemented in a variety of different ways—see for

example the various “artificial intelligence” approaches in Hudson [1991], Schrodt [1990], Bakeman

and Quera [1995], Hudson et al. [2008] and the HMM studies cited earlier.

In this study, we develop a new methodology that looks for clusters of sequences, measuring

the distances of a sequence to other sequences in our data using Euclidean (in two forms) and

Levenshtein distance measures. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first application of this

methodology within the social sciences. We further narrow the focus of our analysis by looking

only at countries where there is a reasonable risk of conflict. For example, Australia and New

Zealand are two countries in the ICEWS dataset that are fairly unlikely to experience an onset of

civil conflict. As such, our (or any) model predicting future peace for Australia and New Zealand

would almost certainly be correct and increase its overall predictive accuracy, but this provides

little insight into the patterns of conflict onset in countries that are likely to experience it. To avoid

inflating our models accuracy by using such low hanging fruit, we only analyze data from the 15

states that experienced at least one month of conflict from 1998-2010. We focus on event counts

over 12 week periods, meaning that our unit of analysis is a 12 week event count sequence for each

state in our data. We have a total of 10,020 state-week observations and 3,984 possible 12-week

sequences that are peaceful and precede another a month of continued peace. Additionally, 53

12-week sequences of peace exist that precede a conflict onset.

In order to empirically test for similarities between periods that precede peace and those that

result in conflict, we utilize Euclidean and Levenshtein distance measures to assess for the degree

of difference between paired 12-week periods. To establish pairs, we select all 12-week periods in

7See [Schrodt, 2004, chapter 6] for a much more extended discussion of this approach
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our dataset that precede conflict and a random sample of periods that precede peace at a ratio of

2:1 peace preceding:conflict preceding. This results in a random sample of 113 12-week sequences

that precede peace and the 53 12-week sequences that precede conflict onset. We then calculate

the Euclidean and Levenshtein distances between the sequences of all potential pairs 13,695 pairs.

4.1. Euclidean and Levenshtein Distance Measures.

In order to provide an example of Euclidean and Levenshtein distance calculation, consider the

two vectors below, which reflect one row and five columns of the 8X12 matrices used in the actual

analysis, each column represents the count of GOV-REB material conflict for one week in a pair

of 12-week sequences being compared to assess the level of similarity. In the actual process, we

calculate the 12-week Euclidean distance for each of the 8 variables presented in Figure 1.

Table 2. Vectors of Material Conflict Counts for State “A” and State “B”

Count Variable Weekly Counts

GOV-REB (State “A”)
Verbal Cooperation

8 2 1 2 5 7

GOV-REB (State “B”)
Verbal Cooperation

2 3 0 1 2 5

Euclidean distance is a conceptually and mathematically straightforward approach used to cal-

culate the “ordinary” distance between two points. At the most basic level, Euclidean distance

between two points can be measured with a ruler if those points exist physically. This basic ap-

proach is commonly applied to numerical matrices according to the formula below, in which A and

B are the counts in each of the two sequences, i is the column (i.e. week), and j is the specific row

(i.e. count variable).:

Figure 1. Euclidean Distance Formula√√√√ 12∑
i=1

(Aij −Bij)2

Additionally, we calculate a second form of Euclidean distance, which we call Euclidean Absolute

Value (EAV) by summing the absolute value of differences, as demonstrated below:

Likewise, this process results in 8 distances, which serve as our independent variables.
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Figure 2. Euclidean Absolute Value (EAV) Distance Formula

12∑
i=1

|C1ij − C2ij |

In addition to the two Euclidean distances, we also calculate the Levenshtein distance, which was

created by the Russian mathematician Vladimir Levensthein in 1965 as an algorithm to to determine

the number of ”edits” needed to match two strings and it remains prominent in both applied and

theoretical settings. The Levenshtein distance algorithm is commonly used in linguistics, including

”spell check” applications of word processing software to provide the nearest match for mispelled

words (see Hodge and Austin [2003] and van Noord and Gerdemann [2001]) as well as in studies of

the similarities between different languages and dialects (see Freeman et al. [2006] and Gooskens and

Heeringa [2004]). Additionally, it is frequently used to match and identify genomic DNA sequences

(Troncoso-Pastoriza et al. [2007], Saha et al. [2008]). Mefford [1985] proposed this as a method of

comparing international event sequences, and Schrodt [1991] applied it to the classification of war

and non-war outcomes in the Behaviorial Correlates of War data set. [Schrodt, 2004, Chapter 6]

provides an extended discussion of the method and its relevance to political sequence analysis.

The major benefit of Levenshtein distances in the event data context is that it allows sequences

to use shifts and substitutes to minimize the distance scores between two matrices. The Levenshtein

algorithm assigns a cost of one for all:

(1) Calculate the substitution/replacement cost at original alignment

(2) Calculate the substitution/replacement cost after shifting sequence forward one unit, incur-

ring an additional “shift cost” of 1

(3) Calculate the substitution/replacement cost after shifting sequence backward one unit, in-

curring an additional “shift cost” of 1

(4) Assign the lowest of the three costs as the final Levenshtein distance

Theoretically, Levenshtein distances this may be a better assessment of the actual degree of

similarity between a sequence of event counts than the more rigid Euclidean measures. Consider

the two five column vectors in Table 2. The third, fourth, and fifth column of vector 1 contain

counts of 1, 2, and 5 respectively. The fourth, fifth, and sixth column of vector two also contain

1, 2, and 5 respectively. These three week counts are identical, but 1, 2, 5, sequence in the second
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vector began one week too late to align with the 1, 2, 5 that occurred in the first vector. The

Levenshtein function is able to recognize this similarity by calculating the EAV after shifting the

second vector forward one column and backwards one column from its original position. In effect,

the Levenshtein distance of the two sequences in Table 2 is the EAV distance after shifting the

second sequence backwards one column.

Shifting the second vector backwards one column generates a total Levenshtein distance between

the two vectors of 4, whereas the Euclidean distance and Euclidean EAV return distances of 7.21

and 14, respectively for the same two vectors. Overall, therefore, we calculate 24 total distance

measures: the Euclidean, EAV, and Levenshtein distances for each of the 8 variables presented in

Table 1.

4.2. Empirical Test. Euclidean, EAV, and Levenshtein distances are calculated for all possible

sequence pairs within our sample dataset (which includes all 12-week periods that precede conflict

and a random sample of 12-week periods that precede peace). These distances are calculated for

each actor (GOV-REB and REB-OTHER) and action (verbal cooperation, verbal conflict, material

cooperation, material conflict), providing 8 independent variables for each temporal aggregation

(weekly and monthly). Out dependent variable is the “pair type”, which reflects whether neither

one or both of the sequences preceded a conflict onset:

• Type “0”–Neither of the compared 12-week periods precede conflict onset

• Type “1”–One of the compared 12-week periods precede onset and the other did not

• Type “2”–Both of the 12-week periods precede conflict The histograms below reflect the

distribution of distances for each of the

The histograms below reflect the distribution of distances for each of the three “pair types”.

Overall, if event sequences of periods preceding conflict are similar across time and space, then

Type “2” distances should be small. Conversely, large distances between Type “2” pairs suggests

that event sequences of periods preceding conflict onset may not follow broader trends across time

and space. The same logic applies to Type “0” pairs; these Type “0” distances will be small If

periods proceeding to peace exhibit similar event structures across time and space, and will increase

according to the variance between event structures. Lastly, distances among Type “1” pairs reflects

the extent to which periods preceding peace and conflict onset vary. Small distances (relative to

Type “0” and Type “2” distances) suggests that we may be unable to discern between sequences
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Figure 3. Histogram of the Distribution of Total Distances by Pair Type

preceding peace and conflict. The histograms below reflect the distribution of distances by pair

type.

It is evident from the plots above that distances between sequences for Type “0” dyads tend to

be small, whereas distances for both Type “1” and Type “2” dyads appear considerably larger.

To determine the extent to which a model can classify pair types based purely on the 8 dis-

tance measures for each pair, we utilize a bivariate logit model McCullagh and Nedler [1989]. To

begin, we have two dichotomous variables: YA ∈ {0,1} and YB ∈ {0,1}, corresponding to onset

in State A and and onset in State B. The resulting four possible combinations of outcomes are

YAB ∈ {(0,0);(0,1);(1,0);(1,1)}. If we believe that conflicts escalate similarly, then the hypotheses

that follow are that (0,0) outcomes and (1,1) outcomes will both exhibit small distances between

sequences while (0,1) and (1,0) will exhibit larger distances. Using a bivariate logit model allows us

to not only calculate the marginal probabilities of YA and YB (i.e. the probability of onset in State

A and the probability of onset in State B separately), but it also estimates the joint probabilities

of YAB (i.e. the probability of no conflict in both or the probability of conflict in both), thus

providing us with an estimate of the relationship between the two marginal probabilities Imai et al.

[2007]. Given the fact that our covariates are describing the distance of sequences between State
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A and State B, we expect that the marginal probabilities of YA and YB are strongly correlated,

making the bivariate logit a more natural and a better theoretical fit for our data. Furthermore,

but summing the predicted probability of YA=1 and YB=1, we have the non-directed predicted

probability that will allow us to assess our hypothesis.

We assess our model’s performance using a simple decision rule for classifying cases and some

straightforward performance measures. First, we estimate our model on training data consisting

of a random sample of half our observations. These results are reported in the Appendix. Second,

using the estimates derived from the training data, we calculate predicted probabilities for each

pair type using the remaining data. Finally, our decision rule is to simply classify each case by the

highest predicted probability. For example, if the predicted probabilities of a Type 0, Type 1, and

Type 2 pair are 0.7, 0.2, and 0.1 respectively, our decision rule predicts Type 0 to be positive while

Type 1 and Type 2 are negative. The performance measures used to assess our models predictions

are sensitivity, specificity, positive predictive value and negative predictive value:

• Sensitivity–the percent of all positive observations correctly classified

#ofTruePositives

#ofTruePositives + #ofFalseNegatives

• Specificity–the percent of all negative observations correctly classified

#ofTrueNegatives

#ofFalsePositives + #ofTrueNegatives

• Positive Predicted Value–the percent of positive predictions that are accurate

#ofTruePositives

#ofTruePositives + #ofFalsePositives

• Negative Predicted Value–the percent of negative predictions that are accurate

#ofTrueNegatives

#ofFalseNegatives + #TrueNegatives

The results above provide a number of important findings. First, the multinomial logit model

can effectively predict which distances were generated by Type “0” pairs. The sensitivity scores

indicate that across all four model specifications, we correctly predict that a distance was generated

by a Type “0” pair between 83% and 87% of all positive observations. For Type “0” pairs, the

distances tend to be small, indicating that periods preceding peace are characterized primarily
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Table 3. Forecast Performance of Multinomial Classification Logit

Performance Measure Aggregation Type “0” Pair Type “1” Pair Type “2” Pair

Sensitivity

Weekly 87.34 53.45 14.33
Weekly Lagged 83.37 48.10 14.33
Monthly 83.16 56.43 17.22
Monthly Lagged 82.96 53.91 18.82

Specificity

Weekly 46.01 73.99 70.80
Weekly Lagged 41.68 74.84 68.73
Monthly 49.21 71.16 69.91
Monthly Lagged 47.42 71.27 68.56

Pos. Pred. Value

Weekly 69.48 63.89 26.15
Weekly Lagged 66.86 63.02 25.12
Monthly 70.79 63.04 25.5
Monthly Lagged 71.43 61.77 22.48

Neg. Pred. Value

Weekly 86.23 67.84 90.67
Weekly Lagged 86.40 65.88 90.65
Monthly 83.67 67.70 91.03
Monthly Lagged 83.68 66.40 91.04

# of each Pair Type

Weekly 4001 2537 390
Weekly Lagged 4207 2315 406
Monthly 3558 2665 458
Monthly Lagged 3518 2598 565

N-Monthly=13,203 N-Weekly=13,695

by the absence of events involving domestic rebel groups. Given this, the model classifies most

small distances as having been generated by Type “0” pairs. The histograms of the total distances

illustrates that although the distributions of Type “1” and Type “2” distances are relatively larger

with far fewer total distances equaling 0, a considerable portion of distances are still quite small.

This suggests one of two things: first, it is possible that some conflict onsets are not preceded

by high levels of rebel activity; second, rebel activities may be occurring but not reported in the

news. Given this, one might expect that the high sensitivity score is a product over greatly over

predicting Type “0” pairs. However, the large positive predicted values of approximately 70% for

Type “0” pairs across all four model specifications of approximately indicates that 7 out of every

10 predictions of a Type “0” pair are accurate.

Additionally, our model struggles to classify Type “2” pairs. The sensitivity scores indicates that

our model only predicts between 14% and 18% of the 697 Type “2” pairs. To borrow a medical

analogy, consider a random sample of patients whose vital signs are monitored weekly. Variation

between patients vital signs (i.e. Type “0” pairs) is likely to be low. However, the distance between

the vital signs of a patient who continues to maintain health and a patient who is falling ill is likely
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large. In the medical world, a multitude of illnesses exist, each of which contain different symptoms.

Additionally, the distance between vital sign sequences of two patients approaching an illness (i.e.

a Type “2” pair) may likely be high, as different illnesses may alter vital signs in very different

ways. Similarly, the large distances and difficulty for our model to distinguish between Type “1”

and Type “2” pairs may reflect that domestic tensions escalate to conflict in very different ways.

The goal motivating the preceding methodological approach was to determine the extent to which

generalizable trends may be drawn about event sequences preceding conflict onset. Given the large

distances of Type “2” pairs and the inability of the multinomial logit model to correctly discern

between Type “1” and Type “2” pairs, we can say with confidence that escalatory sequences do not

follow consistent patterns across time and space. Despite this, all is not lost regarding our ability

to build a forecasting model that is accurate across time and space.

4.3. Using the Baseline Peace Archetype (BPA) to Create a Forecasting Model. The

multinomial logit classification matrix and the histogram of the distribution of Type “0” distances

both indicate that sequences that precede peace contain highly similar event structures. We in-

troduce a concept of a “Baseline Peace Archetype” (BPA) to reflect the average event event count

structure o 12-week sequences that precede peace. To calculate the BPA, we randomly sample 120

12-week sequences that precede peace and calculate the mathematical mean of the event counts for

each of the 8 event categories at the weekly level 8. Substantively, this reflects the average structure

of events involving rebel groups during periods that precede peace in 11 countries from 1997 to

2010. Based largely on Figure 3, we expect that the likelihood that a 12-week period precedes a

conflict onset should increase as its distance from the BPA sequence increases.

To test this, we calculate the Euclidean, EAV, and Levenshtein distances between all 53 periods

that precede conflict onset and a random sample of 128 periods that precede peace against the BPA,

resulting in 168 “pairs.” Because the BPA reflects the average sequence of events that precedes

peace, calculating distances results in only Type “0” and Type “1” pairs (a Type “2” pair becomes

impossible to achieve). We utilize a logit model to generate predicted probabilities that reflect

the likelihood that the distance measures were generated by a Type “1” pair. In this framework,

predicting a Type “1” pair is synonymous with forecasting a conflict onset. As with the multinomial

logit, we must first implement a decision rule that determines in which class each out-of-sample

8120 sequences results from randomly sampling from all possible sequences that precede peace at a ratio of 2:1 again
sequences that precede conflict onset
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observation is to be placed. For assessing the performance of logit or other binary choice models,

the decision rule may simply be a cutoff between 0 and 1 where all predicted probabilities below

the cutoff are classified as 0 and all above the cutoff are classified as 1. Although there is no

generally accepted method for determining such a cutoff, any decision rule should be in-line with

the theoretical underpinnings of the model.

Our decision rule can be thought of as a trade-off in sensitivity and PPV. In our setting, perfect

sensitivity can be achieved by predicting every case to be a case of conflict onset. However, if

a government based its foreign policy decisions on just one model’s predictions, and that model

optimized sensitivity at the expense of all else, that government will find itself constantly preparing

for civil conflicts that only materialize a small fraction of the time. In general, if a false positive is

costly, then optimizing sensitivity at the expense of all else is not desirable; rather, we must also

incorporate PPV into our decision rule. PPV can be interpreted as the percent of countries that

experience onset when an onset is predicted. One way to achieve a balance in predictions is to use

the cutoff associated with the highest f-score, which can be thought of as the weighted mean of

PPV and sensitivity citeRijsbergen. Other measures of performance are then calculated using the

cutoff as our decision rule.

Despite the size and scope of the ICEWS dataset, it only contains 53 conflict “onsets” according to

our operationalization (i.e. a positive observation of conflict preceded by at least 12 weeks/3 months

of peace). The scarcity of conflict onsets is especially problematic for out-of-sample forecasts, which

requires dividing the data into a minimum of two separate sets. To best increase the robustness of

our out-of-sample forecasts given our small number of positive observations, we utilize the following

bootstrapping technique. First, we randomly select 50 percent of distances to train our model

then apply the stored coefficient estimates to the remaining 50 percent to generate out-of-sample

predicted probabilities. Second, we calculate the following three measures of forecast accuracy

based on the out-of-sample predicted probabilities:

• Sensitivity–the percent of onsets that our model predicts that are actually onsets

• Specificity–the percent of non-onsets that our models predicts that are actually non-onsets

• Area under the curve (AUC)–the area under the line formed by a receiver operator curve

(ROC), which plots the relationship between true positives and false negatives across all

possible cutoff values
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Third, we utilize an algorithm to repeat this process 1,000 times based on a different random

sampling to determine the 50% of observations that comprise the in-sample and out-of-sample

populations. This results in 1,000 different sensitivity, specificity, and AUC scores, which allows

us to determine the mean and confidence intervals of these measure. The graphs below reflect the

mean and 95% confidence intervals (indicating that 95 % of observations occur in this range) of

sensitivity, specificity and AUC scores for one and two month forecasts of all three distance measures

for both weekly and monthly temporal count aggregations. In total, this approach generates the

12 different classes of descriptive statistics below, each of which provide data for all three distance

measures.

(1) Weekly Sensitivity

(2) Lagged Weekly Sensitivity

(3) Weekly Specificity

(4) Lagged Weekly Specificity

(5) Weekly AUC

(6) Lagged Weekly AUC

(7) Monthly Sensitivity

(8) Lagged Monthly Sensitivity

(9) Monthly Specificity

(10) Lagged Monthly Specificity

(11) Monthly AUC

(12) Lagged Monthly AUC

The plots above illustrate a number of important results. First, and most importantly, they

demonstrate that our model is highly accurate. The mean sensitivity across all 12 model specifica-

tions is over 0.6, meaning that over 53% of the onsets that our model predicts are actually conflict

onsets. Additionally, the specificity of all 12 models is over 0.8, indicating that over 80% of all

predictions of non-conflict are accurate. Lastly, in a binary model, 50% accuracy corresponds to

a 0.5 AUC value. The mean AUC for all 12 models exceeds 0.7, which reflects strong forecasting

accuracy. These figures are especially impressive given that we restrict our sample to only “dif-

ficult” countries that experienced at least one case of conflict onset within our temporal domain

from 1997 to 2010. Even among these countries with the greatest “risk profiles”, our model is able

to accurately determine which event sequences are likely to precede a conflict onset and which are

likely to result in peace.

Second, the Levenshtein distance measure outperforms both the Euclidean and EAV distances

in 9 of the 12 different classes of descriptive statistics. This provides empirical support for our

theoretical expectation that the ability of the Levenshtein formula to allow flexibility of shifts

and substitutions between sequences better reflected the actual level of similarity between event
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Figure 4. Forecast Accuracy Across Distance Measures and Temporal Aggregations

structures. However, as the plots indicate, the means and 95% confidence intervals tend to be similar

across all tests indicating that the Levenshtein distance only mildly outperforms the Euclidean and

EAV measures on average.

Third, these plots demonstrate that our results are consistent across provide both weekly and

monthly level temporal aggregations. This consistency increases our confidence in the accuracy of

our model, especially in light of the findings in Shellman [2004] that many inferences drawn from

event data tend to vary based on temporal aggregation. Interestingly, the accuracy of our one

and two-month (reflect by the “lagged” title) appear indistinguishable. However, the confidence

intervals for the lagged forecasts are slightly larger on average, which is expected given basic

forecasting theory: variance of forecast accuracy tends to increases as function of how far into the

future the forecast predicts.
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5. Conclusion

The central goal of this paper is to provide accurate, monthly predictions of the onset of intrastate

conflict within a diverse set of states for which conflict is a real possibility. Achieving this aim

required a more comprehensive event data dataset than had been previously used in extant literature

as well as an innovative methodological approach. To overcome shortcomings in currently used

event data datasets, we introduced the ICEWS dataset, which provides daily level event data in

a who-did what-to whom, when, and where format for 29 Asian countries from 1997-2010. Prior

to building a comprehensive forecasting model able to provide accurate predictions for a large

number of heterogeneous state, we first had to determine the extent to which periods preceding

a conflict onset exhibit similar characteristics across time and space; if generalizable trends exist

across states, then it is likely that one model could be fruitfully applied to forecast conflict onsets

in a broad range of states. We accomplish this in four steps: first, we convert the ICEWS dataset

to reflect the number and type of politically relevant domestic events aggregated at the state-week

level; second, we build sequences from all possible consecutive 12 state-week periods, 53 of which

precede conflict onset and a sample of the 3,984 total sequences that precede continued peace;

third, we calculate the Euclidean and Levenshtein distance between the 53 sequences that precede

conflict and a random sample of those that precede peace, which generates 13,695 sequence pairs;

fourth, we utilize a bivariate logit model to determine the extent to which an empirical model can

determine the pair “type” (i.e. whether one, both, or neither sequence preceded conflict based on

the distances between the pairs).

We find distances between pairs that both precede peace are relatively small, but distances

between pairs that precede a conflict onset were large, suggesting that intrastate conflicts do not

follow generalizable patterns across time and space. This finding alone is an important contribution

as it is the first rigorous test of its kind. Although periods preceding different conflicts follow diverse

paths, they are similar in that they all differ considerably from periods that precede peace. In fact,

we found that periods preceding peace exhibit highly similar event count structure. Therefore, this

finding allowed us to achieve the central goal of this paper and build an accurate forecasting model

in four main steps: first, we calculate a Baseline Peace Archetype (BPA), reflecting the “average”

peace-preceding sequence; second, we calculate Euclidean and Levenshtein distances between the

53 sequence preceding conflict and a new sample of 120 sequences preceding peace against the BPA

sequence: third, we build out-of-sample forecasts with bootstrapping to determine the accuracy
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with which we can predict conflict onsets one and two months in based on the distance between

the 173 sequences in our sample and the BPA sequence. This approach generates high accurate

forecasts, consistently achieving over 80% cumulative accuracy. We are highly confident in our

results given their consistency across a range of difficult robustness checks, including rigorous out-

of-sample methods and varied temporal aggregations.

This study introduced a new dataset and an innovative methodological approach. As such, a

number of potential shortcomings and extensions exist. For example, we were able to demonstrate

that periods preceding conflict exhibit highly different event structures and although analyzing the

causes of this variation and testing for potential clustering of onset types fell outside the scope of

this paper, it would serve as a valuable enterprise in the future. Moreover, our model performs

best when politically relevant events precede a conflict onset. However, events may not precipitate

certain cases of intrastate conflict onsets, which may be sparked by a sudden event. Overall, we

hope that this study emphasizes the importance of nuanced data that reflects the constant flux of

domestic conditions and encourages future research in the area.
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